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meekly following, that dismal hat, restored at last to the
place where it belonged.
3. Equatorial
The wind came from nowhere, because there was no-
where for it to come from. That was the odd thing about it.
For its point of departure, if it had one, was somewhere just
ahead of us below the skyline ; but there was nothing there.
That was quite undeniable. Had we not been engaged for
days in proving that there was nothing there ? We had
been driving steadily towards it in the hope, presumably, of
finding something ; but it was something like a week since
there had been anything at all for us to look at. There
was still the sea, of course. That perfect colour would have
drawn thousands to a beach to look at it; but such colours
are not visible from any coast. For they can only be dis-
tilled from deep-sea waters by the deep light of mid-ocean,
where there is nothing to cast any shadow. The tone, if one
must find a name for it, was blue; but it was a blue that
soared far beyond the reach of adjectives; and it gleamed
deepest where it was jewelled with the leaping diamonds
from our cutwater, and our creamy wake lay gracefully
across it like a Court lady's train. We moved across it,
fixed centre of a moving circle, under the sky; and that, if
one must find a name for it, was blue as well. But the sky s
blue was different from the sea's, since it was pure light—
except, of course, when it put on all its jewels after dinner
and swept overhead in black and silver. The still ship
moved on between sea and sky, and the invisible wind blew
steadily from nowhere.
Such winds have a peculiar power to irritate. I have
known a wind that blew from nowhere in the heaxt of Africa
and grew almost maddening after three days of its invisible
presence, as the tall palms of the oasis dipped and bowed
to one another and the sand borne upon its wings blurred
the hard outline of the Atlas. The desert wind of the
Sahara drives upon the nerves; and the sea-wind of the

